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To new Horizons: 

Manuela and Armin Hoeck at Burg Schlitz 

Thoroughbred Hoteliers are bound forward and determined! 

Hohen Demzin 1/2012. Having spent eight successful years in the Mosel Valley, multiple 
award-winning hoteliers Michaela and Armin Hoeck moved on to new horizons. Until 
December 2010 Armin Hoeck operated the Relais & Chateaux hotel “Weinromantikhotel 
Richtershof” in Muelheim/Mosel as managing associate. Always at his elbow, both privately 
and professionally, his wife Manuela. Since January 2011 the two thoroughbred hoteliers take 
pride in the ownership of a castle. The acquisition of Burg Schlitz was an ambitious step into 
independent self-employment. Manuela Hoeck is taking care of events, conventions and all 
matters concerning reception. Armin Hoeck covers the sections cuisine, marketing and hotel 
organization. Having acquired a world-wide experience mostly in private luxury hotel 
business, the couple would like to transform “their castle” into a refuge for those, who 
appreciate a sound and exquisite country life. Their guests are to feel like temporary castle-
residents – with all the bells and whistles.  

 

About Burg Schlitz 

Unquestionably ranking among the most magnificent Castle-Hotels of Northern Germany, 
Burg Schlitz presents itself as an elegant country mansion with 20 rooms and suites. The 
smallest rooms measure 35 square metres, the biggest suite a stately 100 square metres. 
Where Mecklenburg Switzerland opens its heart and grants a deep look inside, you will lodge 
with style and will be shepherded with loving attention. This exceptional house is just a 90 
minutes car ride away from Berlin and Hamburg, situated amidst a landscape park of 450 
acres. Relish-oases like the “Crest-Hall Gourmet-Restaurant”, the Brasserie “Louise”, the 
Hotel Bar “L’Orchidee”, the Castle-Cellar, as well as elegant Salons and Festive-Halls will 
make any connoiseur’s heart leap for joy. A noble and elegant atmosphere also characterizes 
the Wellness-Lounge with indoor swimming-pool and various saunas. The romantic Castle-
Chapel near the “Fountain of the Nymphs” is a perfect location for dream-like weddings. 35 
horse-boxes in a historical royal stud, tours with an in-house horse and carriage, cooking-
classes in the castle-kitchen and last but not least own hunting grounds offer diversion, 
detachment and a daily dose of stimulations. 

Further information: available under tel. 03996-12700 or info@burg-schlitz.de The entire 
world of Burg Schlitz opens for the visitor under www.burg-schlitz.de 
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